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(number) of
lessons I've
learned from

02

The quick and
easy way to...

01

The anatomy of
a perfect...

03

A surprising
way to do...

04

How to prepare
for...

05

Are you making
these mistakes (in
your industry)?

06

(number) of lessons you
can learn from
book/movie/famous
person

07

How to do (something)
even if (limitation)

08

No matter how good your content is, be it a blog post, social media post or email
campaign, people will judge whether or not they want to read your content based on
your headline alone. 

So it’s important to make it good.

You are free to print this and place it where you typically write and refer to it as you
craft your content to get ideas for headlines you can use.

Each headline is customizable AND they are proven to work (I have used several of
them in content pieces that have gone viral). 

Enjoy! 
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Get rid of (problem)
once and for all

10

How to get
more...

09

(Do something in your
industry) like a PRO

11

(number) of ways to do...I
especially recommend #

12

How to finally
stop...

13

How to finally start...
14

(number) of (industry)
tricks that ACTUALLY
work (or don't work!)

15

How to be a much
better...

16

The ultimate guide to...
17

The absolute beginners
guide to..

18

Everything you need to
know about...

19

Our new favorite/least
favorite...and why

20
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The true cost of...
22

How to get the
most out of...

21

(The shocking truth
about...

23

How I use (app, program,
product) to achieve 
(particular result)

24

(number of) habits of
highly successful
(people in industry)

25

A remarkably simply way
to (do something)

26

Why (doing something)
is the wrong move and
what to do instead

27

Common (industry) traps
and how to get unstuck

28

The absolute beginners
guide to..

29

Everything you need to
know about...

30
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I'm a scientific and medical writer by day and content creator at
night and on the weekends. I am passionate about helping
writers EARN + THRIVE.

To learn more about the products I've created to help creative
entrepreneurs like YOU, please visit: GeeNonterah.com/shop

Hey there!
I'm Gee Nonterah
Writer + Content Creator

Let's be friends!

instagram.com/geenonterah

linkedin.com/geenonterah

youtube.com/GertrudeNonterahTV


